Pom-Pom Tube Drop

Duration: 15 min – 45 min
Suggested Age: 1 – 4

Supplies:
- Empty paper towel or toilet paper rolls
- Pom-poms, beads, snack pouch tops, rubber balls, marbles etc.
- Painters tape

Steps:
- Find a flat vertical surface in your home, like a wall or a door
- Tape the paper towel and toilet paper rolls to the wall. Try to arrange them in routes!
- Drop the pom-poms into the tubes and see where they fall!

Explore Further:
- Have you ever done the marble rollercoaster activity in the design den? This is just like that, but at home! Can you make your own rollercoaster on the walls of your home? Try cutting up the cardboard rolls and arranging them in different patterns to see what works.
- Practice your colors! Name the colors of the pom-poms and sort them as they come out of the tubes.
- Count how many tubes you assemble and how many pom-poms you use.